Abstract. ICRF (ion cyclotron range of frequencies) heating experiments were performed in D-H plasmas at various H concentrations on ASDEX Upgrade. The rf power was modulated to measure the electron power deposition profile from electron temperature modulation. To minimize the contribution from indirect collisional heating and the effect of radial transport, the rf power was modulated at 50 Hz. However, peaking of electron temperature modulation was still observed around the hydrogen cyclotron resonance indicating collisional heating contribution. Time dependent simulation of the hydrogen distribution function was performed for the discharges, using the full-wave code AORSA (E.F. Jaeger, et al., Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, page 1573 (2001)) coupled to the Fokker-Planck code CQL3D (R.W. Harvey, et al., Proc. IAEA (1992)). In the present experimental conditions, it was found that modulation of the collisional heating was comparable to that of direct wave damping. Impact of radial transport was also analyzed and found to appreciably smear out the modulation profile and reduce the phase delay.
INTRODUCTION
Waves in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF) are widely used to heat fusion plasmas. Usually, fast waves are launched and absorbed by a small concentration of seed ion species (minority heating). The absorbed energy is subsequently transferred dominantly to electrons through collisions. At higher H concentrations (>15%), absorption becomes weak, but it is an interesting regime to study since mode conversion heating starts to play a role. At the two-ion hybrid resonance that exists between the ion cyclotron resonances, the launched fast waves may convert to slow waves such as ion Bernstein waves and ion cyclotron waves. These slow waves are absorbed relatively strongly by electrons, resulting in localized electron heating around the two-ion hybrid resonance (mode conversion heating).
Numerical simulations are essential to analyze ICRF heating in a realistic tokamak geometry, especially, in the presence of both mode conversion and minority heating. In this work, the two-dimensional full-wave code AORSA [1] was used to simulate the ICRF waves. AORSA is a full-spectral solver, and the model is valid for arbitrary k ⊥ ρ L (ρ L is the Larmor radius) and arbitrary number of cyclotron harmonics. The code is coupled to the bounce-averaged Fokker-Planck solver CQL3D [2] to simulate self-consistent distribution functions and wave fields [3] .
In this work, ICRF power was modulated at 50 Hz to estimate the electron power deposition profile from the resulting electron temperature modulation. The fast electron temperature measurement was performed by electron cyclotron emission (ECE) radiometer. Analysis of the measurements was performed taking into account the collisional heating contribution and radial transport effects. electron temperature was measured using a 60-channel second-Harmonic X-mode ECE heterodyne radiometer [5] . The hydrogen concentration was estimated from the ratio of hydrogen and deuterium flux measured by a neutral particle analyzer (NPA).
ICRF heating was investigated in D-H plasmas with various H concentrations by puffing extra H in a D plasma. Typical time traces of the rf power and electron temperature are shown in Fig. 1 . Although sawtooth is present, signal due to modulation in the rf power density can be distinguished by setting long enough time window for the FFT (fast Fourier transform) analysis. The reconstructed electron heating power density profiles (δ P exp = −iω(3/2)n e0 δ T e ) are shown in Fig. 2 . Little change is seen in the power density profiles at two different H concentrations. The peak stayed close to the H cyclotron resonance, instead of moving around with the two-ion hybrid resonance which was expected to shift during the concentration scan. In the absence of radial transport, the modulation phase is 0 for direct heating and -π/2 for slow indirect heating. The measured phase is around -0.1π, which indicates that multiple effects are in play.
SIMULATION OF COLLISIONAL HEATING MODULATION
The peaking of temperature modulation at the H cyclotron resonance, and its insensitivity to the concentration scan indicates that the contribution of collisional heating from energetic H ions is appreciable. In order to quantify this contribution, time evolution of the H distribution function was simulated with AORSA and CQL3D. The self-consistent distribution functions and wave fields were first simulated at the average rf power. Assuming that the perturbation of the wave fields due to modulation of the distribution function is not too large, the wave fields were scaled with the actual modulated rf power, and the H distribution function was evolved under this time-dependent rf quasi-linear diffusion. The result for the n H /n e = 0.3 discharge is shown in Fig. 3 . For the given rf power modulation (a), the maximum (dashed) and the minimum (solid) simulated collisional heating power is shown (b). The corresponding power modulation amplitude and phase is shown in (c) and (d), respectively. The contribution from collisional heating (solid) is indeed substantial and comparable to direct fast wave and mode conversion heating (dashed).
EVALUATION OF RADIAL TRANSPORT EFFECT
The measured profiles (Fig. 2) are smoother and the phase is advanced compared to the simulated power density (Fig. 3) . The transport code ASTRA [6] was used to quantify the impact of radial transport.
The electron energy diffusion coefficient was determined from the experimentally measured profiles, and the simulated average electron heating power density (Fig. 4(a) ). The electron temperature was evolved assuming the diffusion coefficient to be fixed at this steady-state value (Fig. 4(b,c) , dash-dotted). In reality, the heat transport is non-linear, and the perturbed diffusion coefficient is not the same as the steady-state diffusion coefficient. The result of simulation with diffusion coefficient determined as
is also shown in Fig. 4 (b,c) (solid curves). The constant c was tuned to match the measured phase at the modulation peak. The modulation in χ e at this matched c was ∼4% of the average value. The measurement around the modulation peak (r/a∼0.2) is consistent with direct fast wave damping and collisional heating. Note that sawtooth is neglected in the model, and there is no outward convection. Considering also the uncertainty in the H concentration estimate, it is not hard to imagine that the two peaks would actually merge. On the other hand, the phase delay around the hybrid resonance is rather large. That is, mode conversion heating appears to be weaker than collisional heating in the actual experiment more than what is predicted. However, this prediction relies on various numerical simulations, and simplified modeling. In order to make a definitive statement, experiments need to be performed at parameters where mode conversion heating is well-separated from minority heating. 
SUMMARY
ICRF heating experiments were performed at various H concentrations to study minority and mode conversion heating in D-H plasmas. Rf power was modulated and electron temperature modulation was measured to infer the electron power deposition profile. The power modulation was found to have substantial contribution from collisional heating at 50 Hz modulation frequency. The effect of radial transport was also found to be appreciable under the present experimental conditions. Because of the proximity of the cyclotron resonance and the two-ion hybrid resonance, and rather substantial smearing of the profile due to radial transport, it was difficult to identify mode conversion electron heating. In the future, experiments will be performed with the two-ion hybrid resonance placed close to the center and the cyclotron resonance in the edge to have cleaner measurement of direct electron heating.
